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NEWS RELEASE

CEMATRIX CORPORATION Ranks 171 on the 2016 PROFIT 500
– PROFIT and Canadian Business unveils 28th annual list of Canada’s Fastest-Growing Companies –

Calgary, Alberta – September 15, 2016: Canadian Business and PROFIT today ranked
CEMATRIX Corporation (TSXV: CVX) (the “Corporation” or the “Company” or
“CEMATRIX”) 171 on the 28th annual PROFIT 500, the definitive ranking of Canada’s FastestGrowing Companies. Published in the October issue of Canadian Business and at PROFITguide.com,
the PROFIT 500 ranks Canadian businesses by their five-year revenue growth.
CEMATRIX made the 2016 PROFIT 500 list with five-year revenue growth of 372%.
“Companies become a part of the PROFIT 500 through innovative thinking, smart strategy and sheer
grit,” says James Cowan, Editor-in-chief of PROFIT and Canadian Business. “These firms
demonstrate what Canadian entrepreneurs can achieve, both at home and across the globe.”
“CEMATRIX is proud to be recognized for our accelerated growth over the last five years and want to
thank our team for their tireless efforts as well as our shareholders for their continued support,” stated
Jeff Kendrick, President and CEO of CEMATRIX.”
About PROFIT and PROFITguide.com
PROFIT: Your Guide to Business Success is Canada’s preeminent media brand dedicated to the
management issues and opportunities facing small and mid-sized businesses. For 34 years, Canadian
entrepreneurs across a vast array of economic sectors have remained loyal to PROFIT because it’s a
timely and reliable source of actionable information that helps them achieve business success and get
the recognition they deserve for generating positive economic and social change. Visit PROFIT online
at PROFITguide.com.
About Canadian Business
Founded in 1928, Canadian Business is the longest-serving, best-selling and most-trusted business
publication in the country. With a total brand readership of more than 1.1 million, it is the country's
premier media brand for executives and senior business leaders. It fuels the success of Canada's
business elite with a focus on the things that matter most: leadership, innovation, business strategy and
management tactics. We provide concrete examples of business achievement, thought-provoking
analysis and compelling storytelling, all in an elegant package with bold graphics and great
photography. Canadian Business—what leadership looks like.
CEMATRIX is an Alberta corporation with its head offices in Calgary, Alberta. The
Corporation, through its wholly owned subsidiary, is a rapidly growing, cash flow positive
company that manufactures and supplies technologically advanced cellular concrete products
developed from proprietary formulations. This unique cement based material with superior thermal
protection delivers a cost-effective, innovative solution to a broad range of problems facing the
infrastructure, industrial (including oil and gas) and commercial markets.
Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the
policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this
release.

For further information, please contact:
Jeff Kendrick - President and Chief Executive Officer
Phone: (403) 219-0484
Jeff Walker – The Howard Group – Investor Relations
Phone: (888) 221-0915 or (403) 221-0915
jeff@howardgroupinc.com
Forward-looking information: This news release contains certain information that is forward looking and is subject to important risks and
uncertainties (such statements are usually accompanied by words such as “anticipate”, expect”, “would’ or other similar words). Forward
looking statements in this document are intended to provide CEMATRIX security holders and potential investors with information regarding
CEMATRIX and its subsidiaries’ future financial and operations plans and outlook. All forward looking statements reflect CEMATRIX’s
beliefs and assumptions based on information available at the time the statements were made. Readers are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on this forward looking information. CEMATRIX undertakes no obligation to update or revise forward looking information except
as required by law. For additional information on the assumptions made and the risks and uncertainties which may cause actual results to
differ from the anticipated results, refer the CEMATRIX’s Management Discussion and Analysis dated August 3, 2016 under CEMATRIX’s
profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com and other reports filed by CEMATRIX with Canadian securities regulators.

